
CITRIX SECURE PRIVATE ACCESS (SPA)  
JUMPSTART

OUR SERVICE OFFERING

OVERVIEW
Remote working is no longer an option, but a given. Users are connected via both centrally man-
aged devices as well as personal devices. Traditional remote access and VPN technologies extend 
the entire network to the device, but this can leave a company susceptible to vulnerabilities from 
the end user. Citrix Secure Private Access connects users at the application layer rather than at the 
network layer. Your company can apply policies based on the user, the device, and where they are 
coming from to secure your data. Company data stays safe while end users get the access they 
need. 

The goal is to provide the customer with implementation services for the Choice Solutions Citrix 
Secure Private Access (SPA) Jump Start offering. The Jump Start offering consists of a critical 
design thinking workshop, along with services to assist the customer with configuring Citrix Secure 
Private Access to deliver secure remote application access. Applications delivered will include an 
external SaaS-based application, an internal web application, and an internal TCP-based applica-
tion. Our SPA workshop session consists of critical discussion points essential to establishing a core 
foundation of SPA and its implementation and operational practices.  The result of this SPA Jump 
Start is to provide the customer with a scaled-down environment that allows for full pre-produc-
tion functionality testing of the Secure Private access environment.

This Citrix SPA Jump Start will include the following high-level objectives:  
Jump Start Design & Planning/Critical Thinking Workshop including: 
 • Solution design overview – creating the building blocks for a successful Jump Start 
 • Overview of SPA components including cloud connectors, authentication, access policies 
 • Discussion on agentless vs agent-based deployment 
 • Understanding or defining user access scenarios and appropriate policies
 • Moving to the next steps beyond Jump Start – recommendations and open discussion 
Citrix SPA Jump Start Deployment 
 • If applicable, standup new resource location for SPA in existing Citrix cloud tenant 
 • Standup one Citrix Connector Appliance
 • Publish/configure one enterprise (internal) web app leveraging Citrix Enterprise Browser
 • Publish/configure RDP or SSH to demonstrate TCP-based application 
 • Publish/configure one template app (external) with SSO
 • Publish and configure access policies:
  - Deny 
  - Allow
  - Allow with restrictions
  - Allow with restrictions using remote browser
Optional – Device posture checking and Adaptive Authentication review and demonstration
 • Review/demonstration of device posture check
 • Review/demonstration of adaptive authentication service
 • Demonstration provided from within the Choice Citrix cloud tenant

To summarize, as part of this customized engagement, Choice Solutions will do the following: 
Build a Jump Start environment for Citrix Secure Private Access to allow Customer to use the solu-
tion for a set trial period in a self-contained environment. The SPA service will be built and integrat-
ed within an existing Citrix cloud tenant but isolated from any production services currently in use.  
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